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That is Vickie Girard’s long-awaited and completely indispensable
survival guide for cancer patients and their families. Cancer can be a
beatable, treatable, survivable disease.S. Through her involvement with
the Cancer CENTERS of America and The American Tumor Culture, Vickie
Girard has taken her message of “empowered patient treatment” to the
floor of the U. Senate and to thousands of cancer individuals and
survivors throughout the world. The message is easy, hopeful, powerful,
and lengthy overdue: “We should stop speaking of cancers in whispers. We
may have cancer, but tumor does not have us. Whatever the type of
cancers, here is an immediate, practical, and inspiring guideline that
may empower any patient to better battle and survive this disease.”
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 By the way her oncologist simply confirmed all of her cancer is gone! I
received a contact from her the evening I offered her the book. I found
the message of wish and positivity extremely reassuring. She stated it
was just like the writer was speaking right to her. She has since browse
the book many times and it has been a great way to obtain motivation
during her treatment.Ideal gift I purchased this publication for my
Mother who is battling cancer. I think this book would be perfect for
anyone going through cancer treatment;! I came across her story of
breasts and bone cancer striking but very definately not the norm.. I
read it after my surgery and within my radiation treatments. Interesting
read. Gives no significant revelations on coping with this awful
disease. Not really a ton of brand-new thoughts though.. Whether that
came from her hope and attitude or a medical miracle I'll let you
decide.All in all nice book, and good story but nothing a lot of people
that are looking to beat tumor wouldn't consider on their own. I
recommend this book for those who are newly-diagnosed with cancer, she
prepares them in regards to what they can expect during and after chemo
treatments and how best to cope with it light-heartedly. Once you learn
anyone fighting the fight, this is a MUST HAVE! We have purchased it for
many people since who however have received similar diagnoses. It's
written by a woman who fought the good fight when her chances where slim
to none. She is one lucky lady.. Five Stars Such a beautiful and
inspiring book that I've given as a gift 2 times! There is absolutely no
place like hope and this book was a fantastic start to excersice forward
one stage at the same time. We've gifted it multiple situations in fact
it is very well received. There's No Place Like Hope What an uplifting
publication for all breast cancer survivors! Great story about a very
lucky woman.! Though Ms Girard sounded like a PR for CTCA in the 1st few
chapters, which almost made me feel like attempting to drop the reserve
like a sizzling potato, I admired for power and courage for not giving
up and to fight for her lifestyle. She draws from her personal
experiences and this is quite encouraging to those who are in the same
boat. Great book and resource! luckily I was only identified as having
stage I TC, but the fear, anxiety and depression that came with it were
genuine and this book truly helped me cope with them. My mind and eye
are so greatly loaded by the consequences of chemo that I can't read or
focus on anything serious. I love the way the reserve is written and
layout - "bite-size" short passages that you can place it down any
moment and come back later to keep. CTCA and all tumor centers should
get this to an "orientation gift" for all new cancer patients!!We read
it from cover to cover within 2 days, and I have to say it's one of the
few books and I will read a few more situations. I give this reserve to
anyone diagnosed and their family. There are a great number of parts
that are difficult to read, there are a lot of parts I can relate with,
and there are plenty of parts that bring me back up when I am feeling
down... "There is no place like Wish". Thanks Vickie Girard!We am a



stage 3B breast cancer survivor as well and had finished most treatments
lately when another tumor survivor handed it if you ask me to read and I
love it. Very inspirational for a malignancy patient A beautifully
written book. Both of my parents are struggling with cancer, my mom a
lot more. This book has taken me so much comfort and ease and hope.
Without doubt about any of it.Cancer is true and it seems that every day
we here on the subject of more people suffering from it. This is a
really incredible book that presents you how actual it is but at the
same time gives you hope.Take the time and read this book, you won't
regret it. With hope anything is possible I purchased this book after
getting diagnosed with testicular tumor. She was so happy with it so far
and stated she couldn't put it down.. Five Stars An awesome little book.
I have a wonderful support band of friends and family, but there's
something extremely uplifting about reading a page about exactly what
you're feeling, written by somebody who went through it. We have been
blessed! It is usually good for those that like me, do not wish any
heavy reading materials during chemo treatments. Great book, I read this
probably 10 times when ... Great book, I read this probably 10 occasions
when myMom was sick, who has sense passed away. I've since bought 6 of
the same publication as encouragment presents to other cancer patients.
It’s a quick read and uplifting Great Book - love this I have given this
book often upon finding a friend is diagnosed with cancer. This is a
wonderful book. Amazing Reserve by an incredible Woman This books is
wonderful and can help many through trouble. She really was a lovely
person and I would suggest this reserve to anyone. Every cancer patient
should have this book I bought this publication for my mom after she was
diagnosed with stage iv lung tumor. It's been her saving grace. It has
given her a light and info no doctor bothered to tell her. Every person
who is diagnosed should receive this book that day! Incredible Read! I
found that there were times when she hit my emotions and feelings dead
on. Many thanks.not only the health side however the insurance side and
all the red tape that people have to go through regardless of the
emotional and physical toll a cancer diagnosis brings. Husband was
presented with this book when he had a cancer diagnosis 24 months ago
and it had been a book he discusses yet to this day. The greatest gift
you can give someone affected by the "C" word directly or indirectly
aside from support.
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